Sunday Farmers Pull
3.5 & 5.5 mph speed
20 inch drawbar height
1. 3.5 mph speed up to 9000 Non Turbo.
5.5 mph speed above 9000
2. Tractors must have all wheels and attached rear fenders.
3. Contest is open to all rubber-tired, farmer-owned tractors. (No industrial)
4. Tractors may enter in more than one class, with entry fee for each class, but only once in each
class
5. No turbos below 9000, 9500 turbo and up require a wide front.
6. Stationary hook point height is a maximum of 20 inches from the ground to the top of hitch point
with hitches no closer then 18 inches to center of the rear axle. No drawbar will be allowed to be
raised after the pull has started.
7. Bring own 3'' clevis. Pulling eyes will be permitted. Must be bolted with a 1 inch bolt or drawbar
pin. Sled hook must hook in and out freely.
8. No dual wheels, tire chains or sharpened tires are not permitted.
9. Maximum speed will be determined by the judges and announced at drivers meeting, Factory RPM.
Pace tractor or horn will be used on stock farm classes.
10. Each tractor pull will end when the tractor spins out, powers out, stops or is stopped by judges.
Anyone who fails to stop when judge red flags them will be disqualified.
11. All tractors must have factory starters and PTOs.
12. All engines must appear visibly stock
13. Straight exhaust on turbo tractors.
14. Only one turbo for stock farm classes.
15. Tractors/Pickups may be checked after their pull if there is any question or rule violation.
16. Pickups must be registered, insured and street legal. No weights or blocks
25'' hitch height.*

General rules apply to all pullers and track judges will have the final decision.

